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"Mouse, Elephant, and Giraffe have so much in common. They like the same games. They eat the same snacks.
They need no one else! Or do they? Perhaps there's something beautiful in making new friends"-One of the 20th century's enduring works, One Hundred Years of Solitude is a widely beloved and acclaimed
novel known throughout the world, and the ultimate achievement in a Nobel Prize–winning career. The novel
tells the story of the rise and fall of the mythical town of Macondo through the history of the Buendía family. It is
a rich and brilliant chronicle of life and death, and the tragicomedy of humankind. In the noble, ridiculous,
beautiful, and tawdry story of the Buendía family, one sees all of humanity, just as in the history, myths, growth,
and decay of Macondo, one sees all of Latin America. Love and lust, war and revolution, riches and poverty,
youth and senility -- the variety of life, the endlessness of death, the search for peace and truth -- these universal
themes dominate the novel. Whether he is describing an affair of passion or the voracity of capitalism and the
corruption of government, Gabriel García Márquez always writes with the simplicity, ease, and purity that are the
mark of a master. Alternately reverential and comical, One Hundred Years of Solitude weaves the political,
personal, and spiritual to bring a new consciousness to storytelling. Translated into dozens of languages, this
stunning work is no less than an accounting of the history of the human race.
Ashley lives in North Florida with her husband Jonathan. Together they are most proud of their children Grant
and Laura. A professional hairdresser and yoga enthusiast, Ashley recently earned her yoga teacher training
certification. She hopes to share the passion and healing of yoga with enthusiast. Ashley recently earned her
yoga teacher training certification. She hopes to share the passion and healing of yoga with others through
teaching. Her hobbies include running, traveling, playing with her dogs, Bo and Daisy. By far, she most enjoys
watching her children excel in sports and in school. The loss of Ashley's sister, Megan, has changed many
things in her life. She is thankful to Megan and her husband, Mark, for having two wonderful boys, Cade &
Brady. They are a constant reminder of their mother and the wonderful person she was. Something Beautiful is a
labor of love written from the heart. Ashley wrote this book both to honor the memory of her sister and to help
bring peace to children grieving the loss of a loved one. www.something-beautiful.net
Seventy years after her grandmother helped hide a Jewish family on a Greek island during World War II, a
woman sets out to track down their descendants—and discovers a new way to understand tragedy, forgiveness,
and the power of kindness in “an engrossing peek into a little-known chapter of World War II, and one family’s
harrowing tale of finding the lost pieces of its own history” (Karen Abbott, New York Times bestselling author of
Liar Temptress Solider Spy). Yvette Manessis Corporon grew up listening to her grandmother’s stories about
how the people of the small Greek island Erikousa hid a Jewish family—a tailor named Savvas and his
daughters—from the Nazis during World War II. Nearly 2,000 Jews from that area died in the concentration
camps, but even though everyone on Erikousa knew Savvas and his family were hiding on the island, no one
ever gave them up, and the family survived the war. Years later, Yvette couldn’t get the story of the Jewish tailor
out of her head. She decided to track down the man’s descendants—and eventually found them in Israel. Their
tearful reunion was proof to her that evil doesn’t always win. But just days after she made the connection, her
cousin’s child was gunned down in a parking lot in Kansas, a victim of a Neo-Nazi out to inflict as much harm as
he could. Despite her best hopes, she was forced to confront the fact that seventy years after the Nazis were
defeated, remainders of their hateful legacy still linger today. As Yvette and her family wrestled with the tragedy
in their own lives, the lessons she learned from the survivors of the Holocaust helped her confront and make
sense of the present. In beautiful interweaving storylines, the past and present come together in a nuanced,
heartfelt “story of compassion and collective resistance” with “undeniable emotional power” (Kirkus Reviews).
A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil
The Stories Behind a Half-century of the Songs of Bill and Gloria Gaither
The Story of Everything and a Guide to Finding Your Place In It
Something Beautiful Happened
Find Your Way to Something Beautiful in Your Marriage
Is motherhood only about self-sacrifice? Or will it bless your life, too? You know that motherhood makes high demands. Yet you know
it’s worth the cost because it benefits your child. On some grand level, it’s also good for civilization. And of course, it’s a calling from
God. So is that what you’re doing here—pouring out your life for God and others while getting little in return except the consolation that
you’ve done the right thing? Laura Booz wants you to expect something more out of motherhood—something truly beautiful. You might
be asking: Will I lose myself in motherhood? Compromise my career? Squander my potential? What’s the point of all that unseen (and
uncelebrated) serving, cleaning, caring, snuggling, discipling, and praying? Laura wants to help you see that behind all the giving that
mothers do is the receiving of something special—a profound growth in God that is cultivated through motherhood’s everyday ups and
downs. Let this book give you a renewed vision of motherhood: to see God’s good purpose for you as a mother, a woman, and a
follower of Christ.
America Mason, a sassy undergrad at Eastern State University, is in love with a Maddox--Shepley Maddox. Unlike his cousins,
Shepley is more lover than fighter, but a road trip to her parents' home in Wichita, Kansas could mean the next step, or the end of
everything
What began 50 years ago, when two high-school English teachers in an Indiana farm community began writing songs to express
spiritual insights, has become a volume of church standards sung the world over. Bill and Gloria Gaither's songs have found
permanent homes in people's hearts and hymnals, making this couple among the most prolific and popular in Christian music history.
Now fans and music lovers can see inside the inspiration and life events that created the songs they sing most, including Because He
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Lives, There's Something About That Name, and The Family of God. In her trademark elegant prose, Gloria has created a beautiful
keepsake for all those who love Christian music and its history.
From Ben and Erin Napier, the stars of the hit HGTV show Home Town, comes Make Something Good Today, a memoir that tells us
all to seek out the good in life, celebrate the beauty of family and friends, and prosper within our communities because everything we
need in life to be happy, is within our grasp. Long before their hugely popular TV show, an expanding family, or demolition day on their
dream home, Erin began keeping a daily online journal to help her stay focused on the positive and count her blessings in life. She
never expected that her depictions of small-town life in the tiny swath of Mississippi where she Ben call home would catch the eye of a
television producer and set them off on the journey of a lifetime. Make Something Good Today offers a behind-the-scenes glimpse into
the struggles and triumphs of a couple that America has come to know and love for their easy humor, adoring relationship, and ability
to utterly transform a place into something beautiful and personal. This is the poignant story of how Erin and Ben took a small, tightknit town into their own hands (literally) and used ingenuity, community, and authenticity to rebuild a once-thriving American Main
Street. And how, by combining Ben’s carpentry skills with Erin’s design eye, Home Town is making it clear to us all that small-town
living can feel as big as you make it. Complete with family photographs, Erin’s hand-painted sketches, and never-before-heard
personal stories, this inspirational memoir reminds us all not to give up hope that great love stories are possible, big things can bloom
in small towns, and there is always magic in the ordinary if you know where to look for it.
Something Pretty, Something Beautiful
Something Broken Something Beautiful
Tell Them Something Beautiful
My Incredible Story of Fierce Devotion Embracing God, a Son, and Life Itself
Make Something Good Today

A revelatory portrait of the creative partnership that transformed musical theater and
provided the soundtrack to the American Century They stand at the apex of the great age
of songwriting, the creators of the classic Broadway musicals Oklahoma!, Carousel, South
Pacific, The King and I, and The Sound of Music, whose songs have never lost their
popularity or emotional power. Even before they joined forces, Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein II had written dozens of Broadway shows, but together they pioneered a new
art form: the serious musical play. Their songs and dance numbers served to advance the
drama and reveal character, a sharp break from the past and the template on which all
future musicals would be built. Though different in personality and often emotionally
distant from each other, Rodgers and Hammerstein presented an unbroken front to the world
and forged much more than a songwriting team; their partnership was also one of the most
profitable and powerful entertainment businesses of their era. They were cultural
powerhouses whose work came to define postwar America on stage, screen, television, and
radio. But they also had their failures and flops, and more than once they feared they
had lost their touch. Todd S. Purdum’s portrait of these two men, their creative process,
and their groundbreaking innovations will captivate lovers of musical theater, lovers of
the classic American songbook, and young lovers wherever they are. He shows that what
Rodgers and Hammerstein wrought was truly something wonderful.
Find out what happens when a cast of unlikely woodland friends discover a well-loved sled
outside a cozy cabin in this whimsical wintertime Classic Board Book! In this almost
wordless story, a host of woodland creatures take a child’s sled for a nighttime joy
ride. Their whimsical ride is gorgeously depicted in bold watercolor, complemented by
humorous expressions and pitch-perfect sound effects. With a timeless tone and classic
characters, Red Sled is a wintertime favorite for parents and little ones alike.
Do you find yourself chasing “something more”? We are people seized by longings we can’t
seem to satisfy. It’s built into us—in our very bones. We were created with an innate
desire to be a part of a world and a story bigger than ours. Sadly, however, most of us
spend our lives blind to the fact that this story and this world are right in front of
us, beckoning to us to come and play our part. We keep on with our focused, relentless
pursuit of everything else and find ourselves dissatisfied. In Do Something Beautiful,
York Moore shows you how to: reframe your own story and begin seeing God’s story breaking
into your life in the everyday moments leave behind mediocrity and be a part of that
beautiful story, and make your life count for something that matters. Don’t give up on
your “something more.” Chase it better.
Sara and Clay meet late one Saturday night in the bar of the hotel in Minnesota where
both are staying while on temporary work assignments. There is an instant attraction, and
what could've been a sleazy one-nightstand becomes an amazing love story. There are many
odds against them. He's ?fteen yearsolder. He lives in Minnesota, she in Atlanta,
Georgia, and he's a Republican and she's a Democrat. By far, though, his alcoholism is
their biggest obstacle. Still, for several years they have a long-distance romance ?lled
with twists and turns. Only after Clay's untimely death does Sara understand how
important she was to him. Friendships with his ex-wife, daughter, sisters, and friends
help her see that she and Clay truly had something beautiful to remember.
A story of brokenness, beauty and embracing it all
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Rodgers and Hammerstein's Broadway Revolution
How Art Transformed a Neighborhood
Life is something beautiful
Something Wonderful
"From award-winning Hollywood photographer Randall Slavin comes We All Want Something Beautiful, a brilliant, raw,
and everlasting collection of celebrity photography. "Randall's images cut through the noise...he has a way of finding
beauty in a subject effortlessly." ‚"‚€‚" Ben Stiller "Zero agenda. Zero politics. Pure intimacy and truth of the individual
spirit...this is the setting Randall has always provided for me personally." ‚"‚€‚" Jeremy Renner
Draws on Christian principles to counsel couples on how to promote marital health, revealing the dynamic between the
different personalities of men and women.
"Motherhood makes high demands. Will you pour out your life for your children while getting little in return? No, you can
expect something truly beautiful out of motherhood. Behind all the giving that mothers do is the receiving of something
special-a growth in God that only mothers can know"-In this exuberant picture book about transformation through art, Mira lives in a gray urban community until a muralist
arrives and, along with his paints and brushes, brings color, joy, and hope to the neighborhood. What good can a splash
of color do in a community of gray? As Mira and her neighbors discover, more than you might ever imagine! Based on
the true story of the Urban Art Trail in San Diego, California, Maybe Something Beautiful reveals how art can inspire
transformation—and how even the smallest artists can accomplish something big. Pick up a paintbrush and join the
celebration! "Simply superb.” (Kirkus) Tomás Rivera Book Award * ALA Notable Children's Book * Chicago Public Library
Best of the Best Books of the Year * Huffington Post Best Picture Books of the Year * Kirkus Best of the Year * School
Library Journal Top 10 LatinX of the Year
Do Something Beautiful
Red Sled
2: How Will You Create Something Beautiful Together?
Something Beautiful
The Entire volume in one book! To all the people in toxic relationships. Know that there is
always a way out. Know that your exit will begin with talking to someone. With getting the
support from the people you love. Know that you are not alone. That you are not trapped. And
that you don't have to be afraid of what happens next. Know that everything passes. That
everything goes on. That you don't deserve to be in that kind of relationship. Know that you
don't deserve to be mistreated, taken for granted and or abused. Both mentally and physically.
Know that there is always help. That there is always hope. That there is always a new day to
start living. A new way of life yet to be lived. A new way to love yourself for who you are. To
all the people in toxic relationships. Know your worth. Know that you don't always have to keep
letting them in. That you don't always have to keep telling yourself they'll change. Know this
and never forget it. There is always a way out. And there is always someone out there willing
to guide and show you how you deserve better. How you deserve more. Know this. It is essential.
Know this. You don't have to stay. There is always a way out. Something Broken. Something
Beautiful.
When people ask him: "If only we have a dervish lodge...", Hz. Mevlânâ replied: "The world is a
dervish lodge." When they asked: "Who will enlighten us?" he said: "For that, you have
Masnavî."Everything that happens in life presents a lesson to us; as long as we can see. As
long us we learn how to see things from the right perspective, study hard on the teachings of
that lesson and make our lives easy with the learnings.Some people take the Mevlevî path for a
philosophy, but it's not. It is a journey of the soul. It is a path to find knowledge on how to
balance the inner and outer aspects of our lives. That balance carries us further. It is what
we learn from Hz. Mevlânâ's teachings in the Mathnawi and his other works.Our family works to
be of service, following the path that Hz. Pîr set for us. Neither our ancestors, nor our
father, or we held back from serving others. Since we were born into this family, we must keep
this culture alive, up-to-date, and pass it on to future generations...
Do Something Beautiful for God is Mother Teresa's enduring invitation and challenge to the
world. This is not an abstract invitation but a deeply personal and intimate one. There is so
much happening in the world and so much happening within our own hearts, minds, and souls. All
this makes it is easy to lose sight of what matters most and get absorbed in what matters
least. Mother Teresa is an icon of goodness, one of the most beloved women in history. How did
she become so much to so many people? Little by little. Small acts performed with great love.
You become an icon of goodness by striving to be good and by consistently doing good. On these
pages, you will find the essential teachings of Mother Teresa. They provide remarkable insight
into the depths of her heart, mind, soul, and life. They will comfort you in your affliction
and afflict you in your comfort. But most of all, in the midst of all this activity and noise
of your life, you will hear Mother Teresa encouraging you by gently saying: Do something
beautiful for God with your life!
While spending the summer in Chinatown with his great-aunt, a young boy finds an old ten-man
dragon in a shop and gets a number of people to help him repair it.
Stand Beautiful
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Essays and Ephemera
Very Cold People
Something Beautiful is Going to Happen . . .
Expect Something Beautiful

Let New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught who is in a class by herself (USA TODAY) sweep you off
your feet and into another time with her sensual, passionate, and spellbinding historical romance classics, featuring
her unique magic (RT Book Reviews)̶now available for the first time on ebook. Judith McNaught not only spins
dreams but makes them come true (RT Book Reviews) in this sensual and moving tale of a tempestuous marriage
facing its ultimate test. Alexandra Lawrence, an innocent country girl, and Jordan Townsende, the rich and powerful
Duke of Hawthorne, have always had a stormy relationship. But when she is swept into the endlessly fascinating world
of London society, free-spirited Alexandra becomes ensnared in a tangled web of jealousy, revenge, and
overwhelming passion. But behind her husband s cold, haughty mask, there lives a tender, vital, sensual man...the
man Alexandra married. Now, she will fight for his very life and the rapturous bond they alone can share.
This is a story about the wonder of love, friendship and genuine care for others in the midst of and as a result of
tragedy and loss.
Highlights God's plan for the nine months of life before birth. Also briefly covers birth and birth defects.
No woman alive today has inspired so many with her simplicity of faith and compassion so all-encompassing. As she
daily embraces the "least of the least" in her arms, Mother Theresa challenges the whole world to greater acts of
service and understanding in the name of love. First published in 1971, this classic work introduced Mother Theresa to
the Western World. As timely now as it was then, Something Beautiful for God interprets her life through the eyes of a
modern-day skeptic who became literally transformed within her presence, describing her as "a light which could
never be extinguised."
Close to Something Beautiful
Do Something Beautiful for God: The Essential Teachings of Mother Teresa 365 Daily Reflections
One Hundred Years of Solitude
Love is Something Beautiful
Something Beautiful for God
A sleek, fast-paced story of high school boys in Tacoma, their anointed leader and the decision to find a way out.
The new novel from Eric Barnes, author of IndieNext selection SHIMMER.
A trio of animal pals discover the beauty in making new friends in this tender and adorable picture book from Lita
Judge, the beloved author-illustrator of Red Sled and Flight School. Mouse, Elephant, and Giraffe have so much in
common. They like the same games. They eat the same snacks. They don’t need anyone else! Or do they? When
the group takes a chance on opening up, they discover that meeting someone new and seeing things from a new
perspective can be truly wonderful.
Have you ever been bullied? Betrayed by a friend? Critical of who you see in the mirror every day? Born with a
clubfoot and enduring intense physical and emotional pain because of it, international speaker, TEDx speaker, and
anti-bullying author Chloe Howard will help you overcome the pain and struggles in your own life, coming
alongside you as a friend on your journey to live happy and free. You are enough. You are a daughter of God. And
no matter how hard life gets, you don’t have to do it alone. In Stand Beautiful, Chloe shares her story of being
bullied about a birth defect as a freshman and how it helped her not only overcome self-doubt, it also gave her the
courage to rise up and speak out to help others. Ultimately, Stand Beautiful will inspire young people ages 12 and
up to: Be brave and find beauty within diversity Speak up against injustice and stand up for what is right Redefine
beauty as more than what the eye can see Stop being self-destructive and choose self-empowerment Fueled by a
powerful encounter with Bono from the band U2, Stand Beautiful features: A “Lessons Learned” section that
highlights valuable lessons every teen should know An “Interview with Chloe” section that gives readers details
about her favorite iTunes playlist, books on her bookshelf, and much more The encouragement and hope teens
need to accept their unique selves, just as they are
Melissa Young has never let anything hold her back from chasing her dreams with passion and fortitude. She won
the title of Miss Wisconsin USA 2005 and the prestigious title of Miss Congeniality at the Miss USA pageant.
Melissa became a media sensation after her public "thank you" to Donald J. Trump during the Wisconsin primaries
went viral.
We All Want Something Beautiful
A Little Something Beautiful
Something Beautiful: A Novella
To Do Something Beautiful
A Novel

A collection of essays composed during the Obama presidency on politics, theology, art, and education. Social and political critique,
pastoral philosophy, postmodern theology, deschooling, and folk phenomenology: Rocha's essays in Tell Them Something Beautiful
cover a range of topics and ideas, held together by his literary style and integrated point of view.
The masterly debut novel from “an exquisitely astute writer” (The Boston Globe), about growing up in—and out of—the
suffocating constraints of small-town America. “Compact and beautiful . . . This novel bordering on a novella punches above its
weight.”—The New York Times “Very Cold People reminded me of My Brilliant Friend.”—The New Yorker ONE OF THE
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2022—Oprah Daily, Good Housekeeping, The Week, The Millions, She Reads, Lit Hub
“My parents didn’t belong in Waitsfield, but they moved there anyway.” For Ruthie, the frozen town of Waitsfield,
Massachusetts, is all she has ever known. Once home to the country’s oldest and most illustrious families—the Cabots, the Lowells:
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the “first, best people”—by the tail end of the twentieth century, it is an unforgiving place awash with secrets. Forged in this frigid
landscape Ruthie has been dogged by feelings of inadequacy her whole life. Hers is no picturesque New England childhood but one
of swap meets and factory seconds and powdered milk. Shame blankets her like the thick snow that regularly buries nearly everything
in Waitsfield. As she grows older, Ruthie slowly learns how the town’s prim facade conceals a deeper, darker history, and how
silence often masks a legacy of harm—from the violence that runs down the family line to the horrors endured by her high school
friends, each suffering a fate worse than the last. For Ruthie, Waitsfield is a place to be survived, and a girl like her would be lucky to
get out alive. In her eagerly anticipated debut novel, Sarah Manguso has written, with characteristic precision, a masterwork on
growing up in—and out of—the suffocating constraints of a very old, and very cold, small town. At once an ungilded portrait of
girlhood at the crossroads of history and social class as well as a vital confrontation with an all-American whiteness where the ice of
emotional restraint meets the embers of smoldering rage, Very Cold People is a haunted jewel of a novel from one of our most
virtuosic literary writers.
Have you ever had a dream but needed the courage to take that first step? Discover how God worked through one womans talents to
turn her dreams into reality. Life has often been a series of hurdles and obstacles for Brenda Scott that could only be overcome with
her unwavering faith and constant determination for continuous improvement. This self-taught artist found her way through many
art mediums with no formal training but was instead empowered by many strong, creative women along the way. Learn lessons of
humility, gratitude, patience, and forgiveness as she takes us on a journey of her lifetime path of art and creativity. Discover how her
goal to become a successful artist led to the biggest project of her life: renovating her old country Victorian home. It became a major
undertaking that would test both her spirit and her resolve to see the process through to the very end. Savoring country life while
taking on the challenges of that renovation taught her the beauty to be found in the ordinary, everyday life all around her on the
acreage. Through this endeavor she began to realize that she was on a course that would determine who she was as an artist and that
the real restoration project was within herself.
One the most meaningful and inspiring gifts any couple could wish for. If you believe life was meant to be shared, here are priceless
stories, ideas, insights, questions and adventures that will touch your heart and lift your relationship to new heights. The perfect gift to
celebrate a new romance, weddings, anniversaries or Valentines Day
The Last Dragon
Something Beautiful to Remember
Volume One
Maybe Something Beautiful
A Memoir
Poetry and Prose
A woman whose grandmother helped hide a Jewish family fleeing the Nazis in her home on a small Greek island sets out to find their descendants and
uses their connection as a way to help deal with another tragedy.
When she goes looking for "something beautiful" in her city neighborhood, a young girl finds beauty in many different forms.
Something Beautiful from God
Finding God's Good Gifts in Motherhood
Love and War
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